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the standarafielo is generated in an oversize waveguide terminated in a matched
· load.
The only satisfactory way of calibrating
electromagnetic field intensity monitors is
by means of a substantially free space
propagation field of known intensity.
Field intensities up to 20 mW.cm- 1 are
D.S. Allamt
necessary to calibrate health hazard radiation monitors. It is possible to generate
such fields under laboratory conditions in
an anechoic chamber by means of a
transmitting aerial of known propagation
characteristics fed from a source of
known power. The cross-sectional dimensions of such a chamber must be large
This was the first major conference to be
compared with the wavelength and the
. held at the new campus of the University
chamber length must be such that subof Surrey; it was also the first conference
stantially far-field conditions are proon the hazards of non-ionizing radiation
duced. Uniformity of power density,
· for several years. As the event closely ·
within acceptable limits, over the monitor
followed the introduction of legislation in
receiving aerial aperture is another factor
the United States of America, considerthat has to be taken into account.
able interest was shown and about 140.
Standard rectangular pyramidal horns
delegates attended including visitors from
were used as radiating aerials from 1 to
the United States, France, Holland,
40 GHz fed from high-power CW backSweden and Norway. The conference
ward-wave oscillators up to 18 GHz. A
chairmen were Professor H. Schwan
pulsed magnetron was used in the region
(University of Pennsylvania) and Mr. J..
of 40 GHz because CW oscillators of
Gallagher (British Broadcasting Corsufficiently high power output were not
poration). The programme was divided
available at the time. The standard horn
into four main areas - monitoring, appliaerials were calibrated by the "threecations, biological effects, and electroaerial" method. Mention was made of the
. explosive effects.
differing field conditions existing in front
. . The proceedings were opened by Proof a horn radiator: (i) the near-field zone
fessor D. Woods (University of Surrey)
where the field is exceedingly complex
. who described an anechoic chamber which ·· and unsuitable for the purpose in hand, ·
·.. was designed for frequencies up to 40
(ii) the intermediate-field zone (Fresnel
GHz together with a range of high-power
region) where the effective power gain
sources operating- in seven frequency.
of the radiating aerial increases smoothly
··. bands. The chamber has been used to
with distance and (iii) the far-field zone
develop a new type of radiation hazard . (Fraunhofer region) where the effective
monitor employing a thin-film spherical·
power gain of the radiator is constant
bolometer. Owing to space and cost conand the received power decreases inversely
. siderations the chamber operates only
as the square of the distance. It was not
· down to 1 GHz and a different technique
· possible at all frequencies . to achieve a
. is en,iployed down to 400 MHz wh.ere ·
power density of 20 mW .cm - 2 in the
Fraunhofer region mainly owing to source
*Held at the University of Surrey, Guildpower limitations. Operation in the Fres•
ford, England, 2-3 January 1969.
nel
region was therefore necessary, which
. tDepartment of Chemical Physics, University
required the calibration of the standard
of Surrey.
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horns in terms of effective gain at various
distances .. Braun's theory dealing with
the gain reduction factor of a pair of
identical horns in this region ·has been
extended to evaluate the Fresnel field
axial gain of a single pyramidal horn.
Because the spherical film bolometer has
a smaH receiving aperture, it is only necessary to consider the axial gain of · the·
standard horn at various distances. The
calculated axial gains of the standard
horns in the Fresnel region agreed well
with the measured values using smallaperture search horns for the receiving
aerials. One conclusion was ·that the
effective gain of a transmitting horn continues to increase beyond the .generally
accepted distance (four times the Rayleigh distance) for the transition from
the Fresnel to the Fraunhofer regions.
Particulars were given of the maximum
field intensities generated over circular
apertures of various diameters, also an
estimate of the limit of uncertainty in
the value of the standard intensity ,field at
various frequencies.
Professor D. Woods (University of
Surrey) and K. Fletcher (Wayne Kerr
Ltd.) next described a thin-film spherical
bolometer developed in the anechoic
chamber. Most currently available radiation monitors employ conventional interchangeable aerials and therefore suffer
from the disadvantages that they are not
only frequency-dependent but have to be
pointed in the direction of the incident
radiation and rotated into the correct
plane of polarization. The thin-film
spherical· bolometer was developed to
overcome these limitations and to provide
an instrument integrating the total power
flux density of any number of radiations
of arbitrary polarization and direction of
propagation in .the frequency range 400
MHz to 40 GHz. Such omnidirectional
devices have been employed in the past
but they were found to be frequencysensitive and posse~s unacceptably long
time constants for field use. The bolometer consists of a pair of thin-walled
air-filled silica spheres mounted in close

109
· proximity in a radome. One of the spheres
is coated with a thin-film resistive material
which is heated by the displacement currents caused by the incident radiations.
The ensuing expansion of the air in the
sphere is conveyed by a capillary tube to
one side of a differential pressure transducer. The second sphere, which is used
for ambient temperature compensation~ is
connected by a similar tube to the other
. side of the transducer. The radome is
constructed from materials that arc transparent to radio-frequencies but opaque to
infra-red. It also screens the spheres
from draughts which ,would otherwise
disturb their thermal balance. The pressure transducer comprises a thin, metallized diaphragm located between two fixed
electrodes. The two capacitances form
equal ratio arms of a special transformer
ratio bridge circuit in which the out-ofbalance voltage is directly proportional
to diaphragm displacement and thus indicates a linear pressure change in the
coated sphere which is linearly related to
the temperature rise which is rn turn
linearily related to the power absorbed.
The thermal time constant of the coated
sphere is governed mainly by the thermal
capacity of the silica substrate and is in
the order of 8 seconds for 63 per cent of
the final temperature. An electronic differentiating circuit in the instrumentation
reduces this to less than one second.
The greater part of the research undertaken was devoted to determining the
optimum diameter and substrate material
for the sphere as well as the surface
resistivity of the absorbing coating for.
maximum bandwidth and adequate sensitivity to measure field strengths in the
range 1-30 mW.cm- 2 • The optimum
parameters. were determined experimentally in an anechoic chamber by means of
standard intensity electromagnetic fields
at eight frequencies in the range 400
MHz to 40 GHz. Since this work was
completed a mathematical solution has----. been found for the absorption coefficient
of a thin-film resistive spherical shell for
a range of surface resistivities from 100
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·... to 50,000 ohms and a wavelength to
sphere radius range of from 0.2 to 1000.
Good agreement was found between the
· ·. experimental data and the theoretical •
curves.
J. Bilbrough (Microwave Instruments .
· Ltd.) gave an account of a radiation
monitor designed for use at 2450 MHz
employing thermistors connected in a
battery-operated bridge circuit and mount~
ed in a ·short section of circular wave- ·
guide: Crossed temperature-compensating
.thermistors were used to prevent polarization effects.
H. Rechen, D. Remark, D . Solem and··
R. Crawford (National Centre of Radio-·
~ logical Health, Washington, D.C.) described the measurement of electromagnetic radiation fields near microwave
ovens. A microwave oven from each of
five different manufacturers was tested in
an anechoic microwave chamber to deter.mine the electromagnetic radiation exposures which would be encountered if
safety devices . failed. · Power densities
greater than 700 mW.cm- 2 at 30 cm
were measured in front of an oven with
the door open. In some cases it was
possible to obtain power density readings
of l0mW.cm- 2 at 120 cm from the ovens.
The safety interlock switches were
· examined to determine the type of operation and how they could be defeated. In
all cases except one, the operation of
the safety interlocks relied solely on
spring-powered switches to prevent the
generation of microwaves when the oven
· doors were opened. In one case, a safety ..
interlock was used which utilized the
positive action of the operation of a
door latch. In one oven it was possible ·for a person to manipulate the interlock
system without tools to permit the genera.tion of microwave power with the door
open. A failure of the door microwave ·
. energy seal was simulated for each oven, .
and the resulting microwave radiation
linkage was observed .
It was concluded that a real operator
hazard exists because of the interlock
design and lack of indication that micro.,.,
,--:~ ...
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wave energy is being produced by the
oven.
C. E. Tibbs (Dysona Industries Ltd.)
gave an account of the safeguards which
ensure that microwave cooking ovens
comply throughout life with the safety
radiation limits. Between 150 kHz and 1
GHz, all quantity-produced British and
continental microwave ovens comply with
the ·CISPR interference recommendations,
whilst above 1000 MHz they comply
with the German interference radiation
laws. Interference radiation measurements
are given for a typical microwave oven
complying with these limits over .the
frequency range up to 5 GHz:
Ovens complying with these limits
do not cause interference with radio,
TV, microwave links, or radar. Radioastronomy telescopes operating on the
second harmonic of the 2450-MHz ISM
band will suffer interference when beamed onto nearby microwave ovens. No
other service is, however, remotely as
sensitive as radio-astronomy telescopes.
Although communication authorities
place no limit on radiation within the
allocated ISM microwave operating bands,
most countries stipulate that human
beings must not be exposed to microwave
radiation exceeding 10 mW.cm- 2 •
A method of radiation measurement
in the immediate vicinity of a microwave
oven casing was described. In production, ovens with leakage exceeding 1
mW.cm--' 2 are rejected. For ovens certified as meeting the German interference
radiation limits it' is virtually impossible
for significant power leakage to occur
anywhere other than at the oven door.
As all sprung contact door seals are
.suspect, no quantity-produced British or
continental microwave ovens use this
type of seal. . All quantity-produced
British ovens use a door seal including a
microwave choke and radiation:-absorbent .
material. This arrangment permits substantial tolerance on the door without any
danger of safety limits being exceeded.
The sliding microwave oven door
permits extremely wide tolerance on door
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switch location, thus ensuring that radiaradiation on tissue. Effects can be divided
tion remains well below the accepted
into two broad classifications, thermal
limit, even after long periods of rough
and non-thermal. The thermal effects are
usage. Provision is made on all quantitydl!-e to temperature elevation caused by
produced British ovens, that even if
the absorption of radiant energy. Nonthe main power contactor should, for
thermal effects such as the reported sensaexample, weld in, the oven door will not
tion of hearing with pulsed microwaves
open without cutting off the microwave
are less easy to explain. The radiation
power. A completely independent trip
protection guide formulated by the Americircuit operates well before the safety
can Standards Institute distinguishes belimit is reached, making it impossible for
tween strong and weak interactions .
. the user to continue operation until a
Strong interactions may be thermal or
service engineer has investigated the
non-thermal and take place at power
oven.
levels in excess of those implied by the
Professor V. S. Griffiths, Dr. 'D. S.
radiation protection guide. Weak inter-·
Allam (University of Surrey) and K.
actions occur at low power levels and
Fletche r (Wayne Kerr Ltd.) reported on
are usually non-thermal.
their survey of some microwave installaThe guide numbe r for long exposure
tions. Leakage patterns radiating from
. (10 mW.cm - 2 for periods of 0.1 hour or
ovens designed for use in the catering
more) is consistent with a permissible
industry were measured and these were
and barely noticeably temperature eleva---·--:found to be related to the mechanical
.. tion in man under conditions of thermal
design of the doors and the time interval
equilibrium, i.e. when the energy uptake
of the interlock mechanism. A high-power
by absorption of radiation is equal to the
(30 kW) newspaper colour printing inincreased heat loss caused by that tern- .
stallation was also examined. The type
peratur e elevation. For brief exposures,
of monitor used employed a helical aerial
however, bodily excess heat loss can be
.· which accepts radi2tion in any angle of
neglected and the guide numbe r ( 1 mW-. plane polarization and is suitable for
hour.cm -2 during any 0.1-h_our period)
:_ monitoring most patterns of radiation
corresponds to that total ·energy uptake
. propagated from slits in the screens or
which produces a certain temperature·
·•· casing of microwave apparatus. A method
elevation somewhat . below that which
. for providing system checking with an
has been recognized to yield testicular
·· automatic alarm facility was described.
and ocular damage. Since the guide
J. Bilbrough (Microwave Instruments
numbers are based on thermal consideraLtd.) compared normal methods of. . tions, they depend
upon environmental
sterilization with the effect of microwave
factors such as humidity, clothing and
processing. A numbe r of design features
temperature. They also depend upon
of suitable equipment were described.
radiation absorption characteristics and
with particular reference to the prevention
frequency.
of stray radiation.
The dielectric constants and conduc- .
R. Constable (Eden Fisher and Hirst
tivities of many tissues have been measur(~icrow ave) Limited) traced recent
ed. These include high-water content
· developments in microwave applications
tissues such as muscle, kidney, lung and
including microwave ovens, moisture conlow-water-content tissues such as bone
tent determinations, continual process
and fat. In addition, skin, the fluids and
heating, newsprint drying, food steriliza- ·
lens of the eye, bone marrow, blood
tion, and rubber vulcanization.
. ·corpuscles, serum and brain matter have
Professor H. Schwan (University of
all been studied; Given the solid and·
· Pennsylvania) introduced the second day
water content of any -tissue, it is possible
with a survey of the effects of microwave
to predict the electrical prop~rties over
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permittivity and both reflection coefficient
a range of frequencies. The water is
•
deabsorption coefficient were explained. ·
and
solely responsible for the frequency
content
water
C. Lawrence (Medical Research
high
J.
with
Tissues
pendcnce.
Council, Birmingham) described the effect
have fairly high dielectric constants and
of pulsed microwaves at an X-band frelosses, and those fo_r tissues with low ·
quency on skin metabolism. In recent
water content are in general one order
experiments slices of guinea-pig skin were
of magnitude lower.
exposed to a continuous X-band freAbsorption and reflection coefficients
quency to discover what effect this radiacan be calculated from the electrical
tion might have on various aspects of skin
. properties. However, the mode of penemetabolism. Respiration, incorporation of
tration of electromagnetic radiation into
phosphate into cell components, and biotissues is complex. A layer of fat can
act as an impedance-matching device and· · . synthesis of intercellular materials were
altered after irradiation and there was a
so increase the energy adsorption. The
low
of
relationship between microwave energy
tissues
in
depth of penetration
density and change in metabolic activity.
water content is about five times greater
The alterations in skin metabolism were
than in tissues of high water content.
thought to be caused by heat produced
Non-thermal effects including pearl
within the tissue from absorbed micro. chain. formation, denaturation of macro.
wave energy.
molecules, and radio-frequency hearing
Much microwave equipment iri comappear co be caused by field-induced
mon use emits pulses of energy rather
forces.
than a continuous output; consequently
Although considerable progress has
the
materials irradiated by such a source may
of
understanding
the
in
been made
sys~
receive peak power levels considerably in
biological
on
microwaves
of
effects
excess of mean power. The appropriate
terns, much remains to be done. For
form of averaging for biological effects
example, how should radiation protection
was in doubt and it was also possible, in
guide numbers be modified to account
this circumstance, that effects other than
for the influence of environmental facthose caused by heat could be produced.
tors? What. standards of safe exposure
The experiments were repeated using a
should be used to account for complexipulsed X-band generator instead of a
ties in near fields? What are the practical .
source.
continuous
applications. of weak field interactions?
was given of the apdescription
A
ColElizabeth
(Queen
Grant
Dr. E.
paratus used to expose skin to a frequency
. lege, London) .::ontlnued to elaborate on
of 9.6 GHz with a pulse duration of 0.25
the importance of the dielectric paraJJ-Sec and a repetition frequency of 4
meters. The degree of biological damage
kHz. This gave a ratio of 1000: 1 of peak
sustained when a living organism is exto mean power. With this apparatus it
posed to microwave radiation is related
was found that an exposure of 6000 millito the amount of energy absorbed which,
reduced respiratory activity of
joules/cm2
in turn, depends directly on the complex
per cent. Other experiments
50
by
skin
constituents.
permittivity of the tissue
to determine the effect of
made
were
water,
cent
per
70
about
is
body
the
Since
pulsed microwave energy on certain
it is clear that a study of microwave
specific aspects of skin biochemistry,
absorption in water and in solutions simuespecially . biosynthesis of intercellular
lating body fluids gives a reliable guide
materials and specific cell components.
as to what will happen in the body. The
The histology of skin after exposure to
complex permittivity ( or dielectric conmicrowaves was also investigated.
stant) of water and several of the importD. E. Janes, W. M. Leach, W. A.
diswere
ant biological macromolecules
Mills, R . . T. Moore and M. L. Shore
. cussed, and the · relationship between
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(National Centre for Radiological Health, ·
Robert F. Wood (The Franklin Insti~
Washington, D,C.) described their re- ·
tute Research Laboratori es, Philadelph ia)
. search interests in the biological effects
gave an account of the effect of radio~ of :microwave radiation. Deleterious biofrequency energy on electroexplosive
logical effects .may ensue from exposure
devices. The Franklin Institute Research
to microwaves. In the United States no
Laboratori es is actively engaged in remicrowave exposure standard has been
search on this topic. An electrocxplosive
established for the general population .
device is an explosive componen t that is
· . Currently, a microwave power density of.
activated by an electrical current, and in10 mW /cm 2 is gaining some acceptance •··. eludes the ordinary electric blasting cap
as a guide for occupation al expc5ure.
· used in blasting operations , detonators
This guide presuppose s, by inference, that
used in military fuses, and igniters used
the user knows the power level of his
in space vehicles. These devices cannot
equipment , prevailing environme ntal con- ·
discriminate between the current geneditions, and the general medical state of
rated by their normal firing supply and
exposed persons-co nditions which may
any current of similar magnitude induced
not be applicable to the general popuby extraneous radio-frequ ency energy. ·
· lation.
The number of sources of radio-freRecently enacted federal legislation ·
quency energy has steadily increased for
authorizes the Secretary of Health,
the past two decades and there is no in.;
Education and Welfare to develop prodication that the trend will taper off. The
grammes that will investigate the biologiuse of mobile communic ations equipment
cal effects of radiation from electronic
. has increased to the point where there is
products, and to set population exposure •
practically no place where a transmitte r
standards. Available informatio n is not
cannot be found. This presents a probadequate to develop scientifically based
lem to the user of electroexplosive devices
population exposure standards, although
since there is the possibility that the deit may be used to set interim guides.
vice will be initiated or degraded by the
· In order to make possible the estab_radio-frequency energy .. radiated from
lishment of scientifically based public
these transmitters.
health standards for microwave exposure,
The Laboratori es have developed
additional work is needed in four areas.
radio-frequ ency test equipment that can
First, it must be determined whether there
deliver known amounts of power to the
are any harmful microwave effects other
electroexplosive device over the frethan those due to the body's temperatu re
quency range of 0.1 MHz to 33 GHz.
rise. A systematic investigation of effects
This power is applied through specially
associated with source variables such as
developed matching systems such that refrequency and peak power is also needed.
flections are reduced nearly . to zero.
Informatio n is required on the biological
Losses in the matching system and in the
and environme ntal factors that modify ·
transmission line to the device are also.
microwave effects, and instrument ation
determined so that an accurate deterfor both exposure and dose is needed so
mination of the power reaching the dethat meaningful dose-effect data can be
vice is known. During the past 15 years
obtained. Initial research has centred on
the Laboratori es have fired several hun- .
microwave effects of animal survival, cell
dred thousand electroexplosive devices,
function, and chromosom e morpholog y.
and during this time general behaviour
H. Rechen gave a survey of the recent
patterns for EEDs ·as a function of freAmerican Public Health Service Act proquency have been established. For
viding for the protection of the public
example, typical wire bridge devices
health from radiation emissions from
exposed to RF in their bridgewire mode
electronic products.
appear to fire by. bridgewire heating up
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l GHz. Above 1 GHz other initiation
phenomena can occur and no specific
pattern can be observed. In the same frc.quency range with continuous wave stimuli no marked pins-to-case sensitivity
is generally observed until frequencies
· below 2 MHz are reached. Typical pinsto-case impedance values below this fre-·
quency arc such as to permit many items
to be fired with very low values of RF
power.
Pulsed radio signals which are fre. qucntly generated in the frequency range
above 1 GHz are particularly hazardous to
electroexplosive · devices. On an average
power basis, initiation has been noted at'
levels as much as 17 dB below the d.c.
no-fire continuous source level and can
· . occur in EEDs which are relatively in- ·
sensitive in normal modes.
·Although such unusual sensitivities are
. . to be avoided when possible, most radio/frequency problems occur as a result of
· the wiring connected to the device. These
· wiring circuits can be treated as antennas
... ( the type of antenna depends on the con... figuration of the wiring) with the electro- ·
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explosive device as the termination. Given
a specified field intensity, a calculation
can be made of the maximum amount of
power that the wiring can pick up and
deliver to the electroexplosive device.
In a typical application of these principles, the Franklin Institute has defined
the hazards radio-frequencies can create
for the user of commercial blasting caps.
To help the user determine if it is safe
to blast in proximity to a transmitter,
tables of safe distances have been prepared for various types of transmitters.
Safe practices in wiring layout have been
recommended to help minin1ize the·pickup of radio-frequency energy.
The conference was concluded by a
discussion initiated by Dr. R. Murray
(Trades Union Congress) on the hazards
and hazard levels of non-ionizing
radiation .
The proceedings of the conference will .
be published in a new journal entitled
Non Ionizing Radiation, the first issue of
which will .be launched on 10 June
1969 by Iliffe Science and Technology
Publications Ltd., Guildford.
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· Microwave Hazards
Ev~iuation: Concepts and •
Criteria*.
Sol M. Michaelsont

ABSTRACT

This presentation is intended to provide
a basis for evaluating. data obtained on
experimental animals and from surveys
on humans. Non-thermal effects of microwaves and comments on the Soviet views
will also be considered.

Although we are constantly exposed to
·, microwave radiation in our natural environment, the levels are so low as to be
insignificant from a biological point of
view. We should become informed, however, in view of ·the rapid expansion of
"Manuscript received by the Editor March
21, 1969. IMP! 1969 Symposium Paper DA6,
May 22, Edmonton. This paper is based on
work performed under contract with the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission at the University
of Rochester Atomic Energy Project and has
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